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Across the tree of life, hosts have evolved mechanisms to control and mediate interactions with symbiotic partners. We suggest that the evolution of
physical structures that allow hosts to spatially separate symbionts, termed
compartmentalization, is a common mechanism used by hosts. Such compartmentalization allows hosts to: (i) isolate symbionts and control their
reproduction; (ii) reward cooperative symbionts and punish or stop interactions with non-cooperative symbionts; and (iii) reduce direct conflict
among different symbionts strains in a single host. Compartmentalization
has allowed hosts to increase the benefits that they obtain from symbiotic
partners across a diversity of interactions, including legumes and rhizobia,
plants and fungi, squid and Vibrio, insects and nutrient provisioning bacteria, plants and insects, and the human microbiome. In cases where
compartmentalization has not evolved, we ask why not. We argue that
when partners interact in a competitive hierarchy, or when hosts engage in
partnerships which are less costly, compartmentalization is less likely to
evolve. We conclude that compartmentalization is key to understanding
the evolution of symbiotic cooperation.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘The role of the microbiome in host
evolution’.

1. Introduction
Across the tree of life, hosts have evolved key adaptations to control and mediate
interactions with symbiotic partners. In the vast majority of these partnerships, a
host is interacting simultaneously with multiple—potentially competing—
symbionts [1–4]. Simultaneously interacting with multiple partners can be
beneficial, especially if there is variation in the benefits conferred [5]. Multiple
partners can help to buffer against variable environments and changing conditions [6]. However, it can also entail costs, with conflicts among symbionts
being potentially harmful to the host [4,7–12]. One problem is that interacting
with multiple partners creates a potential tragedy of the commons where less
beneficial individuals can share in the collective benefits the host provides,
while paying lower costs. We consider such partners to be ‘cheaters’ if they benefit
from non-reciprocating behaviours and are evolutionarily derived from mutualists (see [13,14]). A major question in symbiosis research is how such conflicts
among symbionts, and between host and symbionts, are avoided.
Vertical transmission, where symbionts are passed on from one generation to
the next, can help align the fitness interests of hosts and symbionts, by increasing
relatedness among symbionts sharing a host [11,15,16]. Empirical research has
demonstrated how vertical transmission effectively limits symbiont diversity,
reduces conflicts and can drive higher levels of dependency [17–19]. However,
symbiotic partnerships involving multiple, unrelated and horizontally transmitted partner species are likewise pervasive [1,20,21], raising the question of
© 2020 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

Containing the growth and spread of microbes to specific structures can help hosts to harness their benefits, and prevent
microbial parasitism [23–27]. Many, but not all, endosymbiotic
partnerships have parasitic ancestry—and by recruiting symbionts from the environment, hosts face heightened risk of
infections [28–33]. Host control is essential to ensure that
microbes do not invade all host tissues. In evolving the ability
to restrict a microbe to particular tissues, hosts are able to limit
direct negative effects, and gain benefits of partnerships. Many
of these cases represent strict forms of compartmentalization
(table 1). By strict compartmentalization, we mean that symbionts—often as a single genotype—are fully enveloped by
well-defined, physical compartments. By physically isolating
symbionts in this way, hosts can regulate symbiont growth,
for example, through strict controls on their reproduction.
Symbionts can also be enclosed in more fluid compartments
where the boundaries are less discrete or permanent, or in
partial compartments, where only part of the symbiont is
enclosed. Below we describe these types of symbiont containment and controls, starting with highly compartmentalized
examples and moving to less compartmentalized examples.

(a) Compartmentalization as a containment mechanism
Symbiosomes are the compartments created by scleratinian
corals to host Symbionidium symbionts [43] (table 1). These
compartments create a favourable environment to modulate
symbiont physiology and promote photosynthesis [62], while
simultaneously allowing the host to control the algal symbiont’s growth [63]. Coral host compartments are generally
symbiont-specific, and hosts use precise cell–cell recognition
to coordinate partner entry ([64] but see [65]). Hosts have
evolved mechanisms to preferentially expel highly proliferating cells over non-proliferating cells, effectively regulating
population densities on a small spatial scale. This means that
factors that increase symbiont division rates, such as elevated
temperature, simultaneously increase expulsion rates [44].
In insects, containment of microbes in specific structures
called bacteriocytes allow hosts to mediate control over symbiont spread and reproduction [66] (table 1 and figure 1a).
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2. Compartmentalization as a means to isolate
symbionts across specific tissues and control
their reproduction

Many—but not all—insect lineages that rely on microbial symbionts have evolved bacteriocytes, suggesting it is a common
evolutionary solution for mediating symbiotic interactions
[67]. In theory, bacteriocytes allow hosts to precisely control
where and when microbes spread and reproduce, and thus
the evolution of these structures can provide a direct benefit
to hosts. While bacteriocytes tend to be highly specific, hosting
only certain symbiont lineages, the occupancy of these compartments can change over evolutionary time in some insect
lineages [68,69]. For example, in Japanese cicadas, recurrent
losses of the bacterial symbionts Hodgkinia have been mirrored
by recruitment of fungal symbiont lineages from the genus
Ophiocordyceps. In these cases, fungal symbionts are located
in the same bacteriome compartments that had hosted
Hodgkinia—or in some cases—adjacent to it [32].
The physical confinement of microbes to specific host tissue
can mediate how partners interact, and even drive the evolution of metabolic dependencies between those partners. As
a result, once independent partners may begin to function
collectively as a single metabolic unit [66]. In the mouthless
catenulid flatworm genus Paracatenula, up to 50% of the body
volume of some worm species can be composed of symbionts.
Over 500 Myr of evolution, hosts have evolved to depend on
nutritional symbionts to such a degree that they have lost
their mouths and digestive tracts. Housed in compartments
known as trophosomes—Paracatenula symbionts, similar to
some insect symbionts, have reduced genomes and are
passed directly from parent to offspring [45] (table 1). In
insects, metabolic dependencies tend to be associated with
spatially explicit arrangements of the interacting microbes
similar to organelles [70,71]. Metabolic co-dependencies are
particularly evident in nested symbioses, whereby insects—
for example, mealy bugs—confine symbionts, which in turn
harbour their own symbionts [34] (figure 1a).
If insect bacteriocytes represent the extreme of compartmentalization, the ‘selective assortment’ of symbionts into
chemical and physical microenvironments is a less drastic
form of confinement practiced by some hosts. It is more fluid,
meaning the boundaries of the compartment or not as discrete
or permanent as for strict compartmentalization (table 1), but
likewise successful. Historically, the gut (with the exception
of ruminants) was considered an open pipe system, devoid
of structured compartments. Recent higher resolution mapping has challenged this view by uncovering spatially
explicit sorting of symbiont communities [72,73] (figure 1g).
In the vertebrate gut microbiome, for example, bacteria are
often contained in compartments characterized by diverse
microenvironments differing in their pH, food resources, and
O2 and H2 gradients [4,74–77]. In the mammal gut, this compartmentalization by microenvironment is reinforced by the
immune system. Bacterial recognition via Toll-like receptor signalling from the innate immunity system is key in removing the
few bacteria which cross the containment barrier (intestinal
lumen into the mucosa) [52]. This function of killing the
‘escaped bacteria’ from the immune system can be compensated by the adaptive immune system if the innate immunity
system fails [52]. These mechanisms drive the compartmentalization of bacteria in the gut lumen, which is pivotal for the
maintenance of the host–microbiome symbiosis.
Gut compartments in invertebrates likewise play important
roles in mediating the benefits of microbial consortia [53,54].
In the honey bee microbiome, microbes degrade distinct
molecules in spatially explicit patterns, with major sugar
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how conflict among competing symbionts [8] is avoided
when relatedness among symbionts is low, and symbionts
are transmitted horizontally.
A common mechanism for helping to control symbionts is
compartmentalization, where physical structures are used
to separate microbes in space. These structures allow hosts to
stabilize cooperation in ways that would be impossible in the
absence of such structures [22]. Here, we argue that compartmentalization can help stabilize cooperation by allowing
hosts to: (i) isolate symbionts and control their reproduction;
(ii) reward cooperative symbionts and punish or stop interactions with non-cooperative symbionts; and (iii) reduce
direct conflict among different symbiont strains in a single
host. We highlight the diverse functions that compartmentalization serve and illustrate its ubiquity. Finally, we ask:
how can multi-partner mutualisms be explained where
compartmentalization has not evolved?
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Table 1. Examples of compartments divided into four main types according to their how hosts enclose their partners. These are: (i) strict compartmentalization, where symbionts, often single genotypes, are fully enveloped by welldeﬁned, (semi) permanent boundaries; (ii) ﬂuid compartmentalization, where the boundaries of the compartment are less discrete or permanent; (iii) partial compartmentalization, where only part of the symbiont—such as the nutrient
exchange structure—is compartmentalized; and (iv) compartmentalization of non-microbial partners, whereby the enclosed mutualist is itself a large macro-organism. (?), tests of these mechanisms are not yet known.
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Table 1. (Continued.)

By spatially restricting partners to specific tissues, hosts can
control their reproduction. The most effective route is via
strict vertical transmission of symbiont lineages in specific
compartments [4,8,66,67]. Bacteriocytes are extremely effective
in facilitating the transmission of obligate symbionts in ways
that resemble the transmission of organelles [79,80]. While in
many cases, symbiont transmission is directly coupled to the
host’s reproductive organs (e.g. [81,82]), specialized external
compartments and compartmentalizing behaviours can also
be used to control partner reproduction, especially in cases in
which symbionts are hosted extracellularly [83]. This includes
attine ant genera that extracellularly harbour their bacterial
symbionts in specialized cuticular crypts [55,56], and also symbionts of Pyrrhocoridae bugs, whose reproduction is controlled
via egg smearing, symbiont capsules and jelly secretions,
respectively ([83] and references therein; figure 1f ). In these
cases, compartmentalizing the symbiont in a specific secretion
results in the ability to transmit symbiont lineages with comparable effectiveness as intracellular symbiont transmission
[83–86]. Recent work has shown that it is not strictly the
mode of transmission that stabilizes cooperation, but rather
the outcome of transmission: namely genetic uniformity (high
symbiont relatedness) of communities within hosts [16,87].
Compartmentalization can likewise facilitate manipulation
of a partner’s life cycle as a means to control reproduction. In
the legume–Rhizobium nitrogen-fixing symbioses, plant hosts
can manipulate individual bacterium housed in autonomous
compartments called nodules (table 1) [88]. Some legume
hosts are able to induce extreme cell swelling that forces terminal differentiation in their nitrogen-fixing rhizobial symbionts.
By supressing Rhizobia reproduction in nodule-specific compartments, the host is able to actively rewire investment
away from symbiont reproduction, and towards N2 fixation
(see §3). This mechanism has evolved multiple times across
the legumes [40,89].
In extreme cases of life cycle manipulation, the host can
use physical confinement to prevent symbionts from entering
a reproductive stage at all. This is a necessary adaptation in
the symbiosis between Japanese cicadas and Ophiocordyceps
fungi: reproduction by Ophiocordyceps fungi has the potential
to directly kill hosts [32]. In other cases, hosts have evolved
means to link life cycle manipulation to environmental
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(b) Compartmentalization facilitates control of
partner reproduction
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fermenters such as Gilliamella apicola in the centre of the lumen,
Lactobacillus spp. in the distal rectum producing short-chain
fatty acids (SCFA), and Snodgrassella alvi in the hindgut wall
using acetate to maintain a stable O2 gradient. In other insects,
such as termites, gut compartments become even more physically and chemically defined as hosts must employ specific
microbes to break down complex materials, such as lignocellulose [78]. In contrast with the strict compartmentalization
observed in insect bacteriomes and bacteriocytes, these gut
compartments are more fluid in time and space (table 1).
Even in externally open environments, such as skin microbiomes, hosts rely on ‘compartmentalized control’ for skin
immunity (figure 1e). Here, compartmentalization consists of
confining commensal microbes to defined niches, such as
hair follicles and sebaceous glands. This spatially explicit confinement allows symbionts to mediate local immunity of the
host’s skin [49].
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Figure 1. Diversity of host compartmentalization in symbioses across the tree of life. (a–d) Strict symbiont compartmentalization in which symbionts are fully
enclosed by well-defined, permanent compartment boundary typically with one genotype per compartment. (a) Nested bacteriocyte in cicadas. Green shows
Sulcia symbionts; red shows Hodgkinia symbionts; magenta shows cicada nuclei. (b) Z-projection of confocal sections depicting the chlorophyll autofluorescence
of Chlorella endosymbionts within one P. bursaria cell, with colours representing the intensity of fluorescence and therefore the position of the Chlorella in
the Z-plane. (c) Lotus (legume) nodules harbour thousands of Rhizobia bacteria. (d ) Hawaiian bobtail squid harbours luminescent bacteria in individual crypts.
(e–h) Fluid symbiont compartmentalization in which symbionts are enclosed by less or non-discrete or permanent boundaries. (e) Vertebrate skin harbours a diverse
microbiome in more open compartments. ( f ) Fluorescence micrograph of two bacterial gut symbionts (Leptomonas pyrrhocoris (green) and Coriobacterium glomerans (red)) in a faecal droplet from the firebug Dysdercus fasciatus. Counterstaining of DNA with DAPI (blue). (g) Representative fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) image of a distal colon section in a mouse fed with a conventional diet. The picture shows all bacteria stained with EUB 338 I–III (green), the eukaryotic cells
stained with EUK-516 ( pink) and DNA stained with DAPI (blue). (h) In fungus-farming ants, open crypts occur below the ant’s thorax, allowing the development of
nested populations of antibiotic-producing bacteria. (i) Partial compartmentalization with only the nutrient exchange structure compartmentalized. Arbuscular of an
AM fungus. ( j,k) Compartmentalization in mutualisms with non-microbial partners. In the fig/fig-wasp ( j ) and in the Glochidion/Epicephala moth mutualism (k),
each inflorescence (fig) or flower (Glochidion) acts as a compartment that can be shed if the moth consumes too many seeds and does not pollinate. (l ) Absence of
compartmentalization. Confocal laser scanning microscopy image of deep-sea mussel Bathymodiolus azoricus whole gill cross-section based on direct gene FISH in
which up to 16 symbionts can coexist. Genetic marker (red: Alexa Fluor 647), sulfur-oxidizing symbionts (SOX) 16S rRNA (Atto488; green). Photo credit: (a) James
Van Leuven and John McCutcheon; (b) Ewan Minter; (c–e,i,j ) Wikipedia; ( f ) Hassan Salem; (g) Alessandra Riva; (h) Hongjie Li; (k) Shixiao Luo; (l ) Miguel Angel.
conditions. The protist host Paramecium bursaria, which compartmentalizes an individual algal cell within a peri-algal
vacuole, controls the growth of its Chorella algal symbiont
according to light levels [33] (figure 1b). The host has evolved
means to limit reproduction via acidification of the peri-algal
vacuole in low light levels where the partner fails to provide significant benefits [90]. Host regulation of symbiont load may
likewise operate via host-triggered symbiont division [91,92]
(see §3). Similar mechanisms operate in the cnidarian–
dinoflagellate symbiosis, whereby hosts can constrain symbiont
cell division by acidifying the symbiosome [93].

3. Host control over compartments:
discrimination followed by punishments
and rewards
Compartmentalization offers the possibility to spatially screen
and monitor competing genotypes [94]. In the absence of such
fine-tuned discrimination, hosts can only evaluate the collective, rather than individual, performance of their partners.
This can result in selfish genotypes spreading at the expense
of cooperating genotypes [7,15,16]. Below, we discuss how

hosts have evolved monitoring platforms to identify differences and discriminate among symbionts (§3a). We then
show how hosts use this information to selectively allocate
resources to the best partners, while punishing cheaters (§3b).

(a) Compartments allow for discrimination among
partners
Discrimination is used in the literature to describe both (i) preinfection mechanisms of partner choice (i.e. filtering step) and
(ii) the post-infection ability of the host to monitor individual
partner benefits. Here, we illustrate how compartments are
used in the legume/Rhizobia and bobtail squid/Vibrio
symbioses for pre-infection and post-infection discrimination,
and highlight research gaps in these fields.
Legume plants can bear tens to hundreds, even thousands,
of nodules along their root systems, but each nodule is generally colonized by a single Rhizobia [95] (figure 1c). This strict
compartmentalization is highly controlled and initiated in
legume roots when root hairs curl to encompass a single bacterium to form a nodule [96]. Pre-infection compatibility during
these processes is insured by complex signalling and cell
membrane receptors [97]. This is a form of partner choice
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(b) Compartmentalization drives rewards and
punishments
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Hosts monitor symbionts to gather information on the benefits
they provide (see §3a). In theory, this ability to discriminate
among simultaneously competing symbionts allows for a subsequent reaction in which hosts selectively reward and punish
partners with greater effectiveness. This can include the preferential parcelling of resources (the ‘carrot’) or the selective
punishment of cheats (the ‘stick’). In reality, it can be difficult
to biologically separate the monitoring/discrimination step
of symbiont control from selective rewarding and punishing.
In the legume–Rhizobia symbiosis, hosts use discrimination
to selectively choose which symbionts form a nodule, as well as
using both rewards and punishment to mediate rhizobial
success inside the nodule. Past work has shown how legumes
can couple resource allocation (i.e. sugars) to N2 fixation rate
[88,115,116], and also suffocate rhizobia that fail to fix N2
[41]. In the sepiolid squid–Vibrio symbiosis, hosts rely on
high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that can be neutralized by light-producing reactions, allowing squids to link light
benefits with symbiont survival and reproduction [106]. In the
Paramecium bursaria–Chorella symbiosis, the host actively regulates nutrient exchange, such that Ca2+ from the host inhibits
amino acid uptake into Chlorella, whereas host glucose
increases the uptake—this is thought to act as a selective
reward system for productive symbionts within a single host
([33,117] and references therein).
The ability to link resource allocation to symbiotic
performance is facilitated when a host is able to fully enclose
their symbiont partner [118], as found in legume nodules,
squid crypts and peri-algal vacuoles of Paramecium. But in
some cases, the host only compartmentalizes the structure
of the symbiont where nutritional exchanges occur (table 1
and figure 1l ). We call this partial compartmentalization. In
the symbiosis between land plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi, a plant root will be simultaneously colonized
by multiple strains of AM fungi. These fungi form a hyphal
network which extends into the soil foraging for soil nutrients, while also penetrating the host plants’ root tissue.
Within the plant, part of the hyphae of each strain will be
confined to a membrane-bound host root compartment
[57,119,120]. These compartments are called arbuscules and
are formed when the plasma membrane of the host cell invaginates and proliferates around developing intracellular
fungal structures [121]. Arbuscules are the primary sites of
nutrient transfer, and their compartmentalization facilitates
the discrimination among competing fungal strains [122].
There is evidence that the arbuscules providing less nutrients
generally degenerate faster than more profitable arbuscules,
leading to the hypothesis that hosts use arbuscules to monitor
symbiotic quality and regulate symbiont success [123]. While
the system potentially allows hosts to mediate carbon allocation at the level of individual root cells, it does not fully
enclose the fungal network. This means the fungus is free
to actively move resources to areas of higher plant demand,
where it can potentially gain better returns [124], or even
find and colonize a less-discriminating host plant [125].
In all these examples, compartmentalization allows hosts to
discriminate among partners based on symbiont performance,
rather than relying solely on symbiont identity. This may be
fundamentally important for the stability of many horizontally
transmitted symbioses. Pre-infection mechanisms (i.e. ‘partner
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that results in only a specific subset of rhizobia getting into
nodules. However, some legume hosts, such as the common
bean Phaseolus vulgaris, are more promiscuous than others,
allowing for several types of rhizobia to form intracellular
infections [98,99]. This could increase the chance of infection
by less-beneficial rhizobia. An open question is whether the
costs of monitoring these more diverse partnerships in nodules
are high, and acts as a selection pressure driving legume hosts
to evolve specificity in compartmentalization, as is more
commonly seen [99]. Hosts allowing promiscuous infections
could also face a stronger selection pressure to evolve effective
post-infection discrimination (see §3b).
The mechanisms by which hosts monitor individual
nodules, once formed, are still largely unknown. New tools,
such as reporter plasmids that facilitate high-throughput
measurement of N2 fixation in individual nodules, recently
allowed researchers to simultaneously monitor 84 different Rhizobium leguminosarum strains in pea hosts [100]. These types of
datasets will greatly improve our understanding of the mechanisms of host monitoring because rhizobia fitness can be more
precisely linked with N2 symbiont-provided benefits.
Like in many host–symbiont relationships, symbionts are
often under strong selection to subvert host discrimination
mechanisms. Rhizobia have evolved a diverse set of tools to
prevent hosts from regulating the nodulation process [101].
These include the ability to hyper-proliferate within nodule
tissue [102], and to form nodules even when nitrogen from
the environment is readily available [103]. In response,
hosts can evolve resistance to counter-manipulations, escalating the arms race [102,104,105].
Despite being hugely divergent in their habitat, function
and phylogenetic histories, sepiolid squid and legume
plants have converged on surprisingly similar physical structures for symbiont control. Like legumes, squid house their
bioluminescent symbiont bacteria (Vibrio fischeri) in specialized nutrient-rich epithelial compartments, known as light
organs, where the symbionts reach densities of 1011 cm–3
[38,106] (figure 1d). During nocturnal hunting, the squid
use light produced by bacteria in these crypts as counter illumination, potentially to hide from predators swimming at a
lower depth [107].
Similar to nodules, each crypt is typically, but not always,
colonized by a single bacterium, which forms a population of
light-producing bacteria within the same day. However,
squid hosts get to this single genotype stage in a very different
way than legumes. Rather than using strict pre-infection
discrimination, squid hosts use a winnowing process that
involves a range of morphological, immunological and
biochemical adaptations. This consists of hosts creating a selective environment in which only certain partners succeed
[108,109]. Daily ventilation of the entire duct system removes
approximately 90% of all Vibrio cells present, and constant
environmental sampling by the host is thought to act as a selective filter to ensure that compartments are highly controlled
[110], and non-luminescent bacteria are eliminated [38,111]. It
has been hypothesized that discrimination against symbiont
defectors can be detected upon contact, such that Vibrio dark
mutants fail to trigger light organ swelling, a key step in the
initiation of the symbiosis [39,112,113] (see §3b). Similar to rhizobia, Vibrio have evolved mechanisms to influence the
selection process—for example, the ability of the symbionts
to form biofilms and hyperaggregate can quantitatively influence how they interact with squid hosts [114].

Above, we have focused on the effectiveness of discrimination
at the compartment level. However, discrimination is rarely
absolute. It more likely follows a continuum of precision and
effectiveness. Biologically, this can mean that hosts allocate
resources into coarse features (also called ‘modules’) where
symbiotic services are generated rather than directly allocating
resources to individual symbionts [133]. While precise sanctioning may provide a selective advantage, it is not universal.
This could be because precise sanctioning is costly, or because
it is physically difficult, as in the case of the fig–fig-wasp mutualism [60]. This implies that there could be an evolutionarily
optimum level well below ‘maximum precision’.
The degree to which symbionts are effectively compartmentalized is likely related to the direct benefits the host receives by
controlling (or not controlling) the partner. Parasponia plants in
the Cannabaceae family are the only known non-legume host to
form N2-fixing symbioses with rhizobia. The symbiosis has
been called ‘a delicate balance between mutual benefits and
parasitic colonization’, largely because of the inability of the
host to compartmentalize and control growth of certain inefficient rhizobial strains [134]. In contrast with legume nodules,

4. Compartmentalization can prevent
within-host conflict
Hosts interact with multitudes of microbes. The coexistence of
diverse consortiums is often crucial to nutritional and defensive functions of the host [135–138]. However, mixing of
symbiont lineages can create within-host conflict. Within-host
conflict means that competitive interactions among the symbionts themselves are detrimental to the host, for example, by
driving an overall reduction in symbiont populations. This
has been shown, for example, in competition among AM
fungi colonizing a single root system: competitive interactions
led to both: (i) competitors investing more in accessing host
root resources (i.e. which benefits the symbiont) compared to
growth strategies dedicated to nutrient foraging (i.e. which
benefits the host) and (ii) an overall reduction in mycorrhizal
fungal biomass [139]. A theory by Frank [7,8] raised the issue
that symbiont mixing can lead to conflict, but also stressed
the idea that hosts would not be under strong selection to
reduce symbiont diversity, because the benefits of reducing
diversity would not be immediate in many systems. However,
in cases where hosts realize an immediate benefit to reducing
or restricting diversity, these processes can be a strong selection
pressure (e.g. [140]).
This is further illustrated in examples where hosts use
compartments to create selective habitats in which only the
effective mutualists thrive. In the bean bug Riptortus, highly
specialized crypts in the posterior midgut create a selective
environment where mutualistic Burkholderia bacteria can outcompete non-symbiotic bacteria, effectively functioning as an
organ for symbiont sorting [50]. Similarly, African fungusgrowing termites actively propagate single variants of their
Termitomyces symbiont, even though cultures are initially
started from genetically variable spores from the habitat. In
these cases, the ‘compartments’ are selective habitats created
by the host to help mediate competition among symbionts by
facilitating the colonization of the preferred symbiont over
the less-preferred symbiont [19] (table 1).
In theory, compartmentalization is a powerful way to
avoid within-host symbiont conflicts. But as discussed above
(see §3c), imperfect compartmentalization may be common.
In legumes, for example, when rhizobial densities in soil are
high, nodules can contain more than one founding bacterium,
creating ‘mixed nodules’ of multi-genotypes [115,141,142].
New work suggests that mixed nodules are even more
common that previously assumed: one study found mixed
occupancy in approximately 20% of nodules, with some
nodules containing up to six different strains [100].
The problem of mixed nodules is twofold. First, competition within a nodule may divert resources away from N2
fixation and towards competitive antagonism [143]; this potentially includes the production of rhizobial warfare compounds
such as bacteriocins [144]. Second, compartmentalization in
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(c) Imperfect discrimination can still be effective

in which rhizobia are housed in transient organelle-like structures (figure 1c), rhizobia remain in intracellular fixation
threads in Parasponia nodule cells and nodules appear more
like lateral roots [128]. However imperfect the discrimination,
there is evidence that hosts can mediate the success of the intracellular rhizobia when necessary, like under high nitrogen
conditions [42]. Such imperfect discrimination has likewise
been identified in the mycorrhizal mutualism [120,122,125].
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choice’) generally rely on signalling cues as indicator of partner
quality. Signals, however, are notoriously vulnerable to
exploitation or cheating mimicking signals of cooperative competitors [126,127]. A system that uses compartmentalization to
monitor and preferentially allocate resources will be more
robust to cheating or exploitation [15,105,128]. A critical test
of the robustness of post-infection sanctions was demonstrated
in a recent experiment whereby pea hosts were colonized by
isogenic lines of Rhizobia that differed in the expression level
of the nitrogen-fixing gene nifH. The work showed that pea
hosts were unable to identify non-fixing Rhizobia at the preinfection stage, but successfully discriminated against the
non-fixing strain after nodule formation by decreasing sugar
allocation to nodules formed by this ineffective partner [116].
Scaling up to mutualisms between plants and pollinators,
compartmentalization likewise mediates partner rewards. In
nursery pollination systems, plants are pollinated exclusively
by specific lineages of pollinators in exchange for oviposition
within flowers [61,129,130]. The hatching larvae, which are obligately dependent on the host plant, then consume a subset of the
resulting seeds. There is a tension between pollinators and host
plants because when a pollinator lays too many eggs on a single
flower, a high proportion of seeds will be eaten by pollinator
larvae, hampering plant reproduction. In figs, hosts appear to
control the number of wasps entering each reproductive compartment (i.e. enclosed fig inflorescence), with numbers of
foundress wasps per fruit more clearly reflecting the reproductive interests of the figs compared to the wasps [129]. In figs,
Yucca and Glochidion there is some evidence that hosts can
selectively abort flowers with high egg loads (table 1)
[58,59,61,131,132]. This type of compartment-level sanctioning
by host plants results in a direct cost to pollinating insects:
moths suffer fitness losses as high as 62% in the Glochidion mutualism if they oviposit into pre-infested flowers [61]. Now future
work needs to explore the extent to which this behaviour is
based on pre-adaptations versus adaptive responses directly
to cheating pollinators. These examples highlight that compartmentalization does not only occur in microbial symbioses
(see this section and Conclusion for outstanding questions).

Compartmentalization is a very powerful ‘divide and conquer’
strategy for dealing with multiple partners. However, it is
not always the best—or only—evolutionary solution. Hosts
could maintain symbiont quality by providing a specific
environment to selectively cultivate high-quality symbionts
[149–153]. In microbiomes, this mechanism works by allowing
symbionts to directly compete in ways which winnow out lesseffective partners [154]. This suggests that within-host conflict
(see §4) can be positive for hosts in some systems and contexts
rather than negative. While the symbionts are still restricted to
specific crypts or structures over which the host has a high level
of control, it is the within-host symbiont competition itself that
drives selection for the ‘optimal’ symbiont. Are there general
patterns for explaining cases where compartmentalization
has not evolved in symbiotic partnerships?
First, compartmentalization is only likely to evolve if hosts
realize a direct and immediate benefit of compartmentalizing
their partners [7,8,155]. Second, there are cases where simultaneously hosting multiple partners may be good because
partners provide different types of benefits, which are important in different environments or across ontogeny [5,6]. For
instance, in the whistle-thorn acacia (Vachellia drepanolobium),
four species of symbiotic ants provide distinct mutualistic services across ontogeny, yet they cannot coexist on the same tree
[156]. Here, conflict between multiple partner is not supressed
by hosts, and competition among partners may even be positive because it allows for selection of the most effective
symbiont under those certain conditions. Other examples
include fungus-cultivating ambrosia beetles, whereby direct

6. Conclusion
Compartmentalization is widespread and fundamental to
cooperative partnerships. It allows hosts to: (i) isolate symbionts, preventing parasitic invasion, and manipulate
symbiont reproduction; (ii) discriminate between cooperative
and non-cooperative symbionts, enabling rewards and punishment or cessation of the interaction; and (iii) reduce within-host
conflict. We expect compartmentalization to evolve only when
it provides an immediate, direct benefit to the host [7,8]. Consequently, our framework suggests a number of future research
directions. First, we know very little about the selective
pressures governing when and what type of compartment
evolves—for instance, when do we see strict versus fluid
compartments evolving (table 1)? Based on our current understanding of the distribution of compartment types, we would
expect strict compartmentalization to evolve where strict
control over reproduction and/or controlled resource allocation
is selected for. Second, it is unclear whether the precision
of compartmentalization (symbiont genotype versus more
modular) depends more on the costs to the host of increased
precision, or on the physical constraints of evolving precision
in compartmentalized symbioses. Third, our treatment of
compartmentalization as a mechanism to reduce within-host
conflict has focused on symbiosis with microbes. How compartmentalization operates more generally across mutualisms with
macro-organisms, beyond our pollination examples, remains
unknown. Answering these questions remains a major task.
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